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Abstract It was pointed out in the first part of this study [Herbut:Found.
Phys. 38, 1046-1064 (2008)] that EPR-type entanglement is defined by
the possibility of performing any of two mutually incompatible distant, i.
e., direct-interaction-free, measurements. They go together under the term
’EPR-type disentanglement’. In this second part, quantum-mechanical in-
sight is gained in the real random delayed-choice erasure experiment of Kim
et al. [Kim et al.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 1-5 (2000)] by a relative-reality-
of-unitarily-evolving-state (RRUES) approach (explained in the first part).
Finally, it is shown that this remarkable experiment, which performs, by
random choice, two incompatible measurements at the same time, is actually
an EPR-type disentanglement experiment, closely related to the micromaser
experiment discussed in the first part.
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1 Introduction
Scully and Dru¨hl published a thought experiment on erasure in 1982 [1],
which, 18 years later Kim, Yu, Kulik, Shih, and Scully reported to have
performed in an inessentially changed way [2]. In this article we investigate
the experiment because it realizes several provoking and baffling fundamen-
tal quantum-mechanical ideas: (i) delayed choice (in the sense of Wheeler
[3]), (ii) erasure, (iii) erasure in part of the state, (iv) delayed-choice era-
sure in the sense of Scully (or after-detection erasure), (v) random choice of
particle-like or wave-like behavior after detection, and finally, (vi) EPR-type
disentanglement.
The authors lean on Glauber’s second-quantization theory for precise
quantitative quantum mechanical predictions, which turn out well confirmed
by the experiment. (For references to Glauber’s theory and references to
earlier work see the article of Kim et al. [2].)
One of the first attempts to perform a real erasure experiment [4] also
presented its theoretical part in second quantization. However, it has turned
out that first-quantization quantum mechanical insight [5] is feasible and
useful.
A quantum mechanical analysis of the Kim et al. article [2] is presented
in this paper in order to provide insight, shed more light, and help to demys-
tify the mentioned puzzling quantum mechanical ideas. At last but not at
least, this study, along with the preceding ones along parallel lines (Ref-s [5]
and [6]), should hopefully help to understand in what direction one should
look for an objective, preparation- and observation-independent quantum
mechanics.
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Figure 1: The two-photon ’two-slit’ random-choice and delayed-choice era-
sure experiment outlined in section 2.
2 Basic Idea of the Kim et al. Experiment and Questions
A quantum eraser experiment very close to and somewhat simpler in details
than the experiment of Kim et al. [2] itself is illustrated in the Fig. (The
notation is in accordance with that in the first part of this study [6].)
Two atoms labeled by 1 and 2 (counterparts of the two slits in
Young’s experiment [7]) are excited by a weak laser pulse. A pair of en-
tangled quanta, photon I and photon II , is then emitted from either
atom 1 or atom 2 (coherently added possibilities) by atomic cascade
decay (emitting photons I and II ). Photon II , propagating to the
right, is registered by detector DII , which can be scanned by a step motor
along its x axis for the observation of interference fringes.
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Photon I propagates to the left. If the pair is generated in atom 1 ,
photon I will follow path 1 (see the Fig.) meeting beam splitter BS1
with 50% chance of being reflected or transmitted. If the pair is generated in
atom 2 , photon I will follow path 2 meeting the beam splitter BS2
with 50% chance of being reflected or transmitted. In case of the 50% chance
of being transmitted at either BS1 or BS2 , photon I is detected by
either detector DaI or D
d
I . The registration of D
a
I or D
d
I provides the
which-path information (path 1 or path 2 respectively) of photon I ,
and this in turn provides the which-path information for photon II due
to the entanglement nature of the two-photon state generated by the atomic
cascade decay.
Given a reflection at either BS1 or BS2 , photon I continues its
1 or 2 path respectively to meet another (central) 50% − 50% beam
splitter BS , and then, possibilities 1 and 2 having interfered, photon
I is detected by either detectors DbI or D
c
I shown in the Fig. The
triggering of detectors DbI or D
c
I erases the which-path information of
photon II , and creates the which-coherence information.
The random choice takes place in the beam splitters BS1(2) . As to the
delayed-choice (in the sense of Scully), the which-path or both-path (ran-
dom) choice in the beam splitters BS1 and BS2 is delayed compared to
the detection of photon II in detector DII .
There are some questions that come to mind.
(i) If the quantum correlations in a bipartite state, like that of the two-
photon system at issue, are such that one particle contains which-path in-
formation on the other, then there is no coherence in the single photon state
(hence, one cannot detect interference) as it is well known. Can this be made
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obvious in the Kim et al. experiment?
(ii) It is known that pure-state entanglement is due to coherence in the
state of the composite system, i. e., it stems from superposition of orthogonal
uncorrelated bipartite states. How is the which-path information erased, and,
particularly, how does the coherence descend from the bipartite system to the
subsystem of photon-II ?
(iii) The behavior of the (improper [8]) ensemble of photons II is de-
scribed by its state, i. e., by the reduced density operator ρII , of photon
II . It is known that this state cannot be influenced by whatever happens
to the photon-I partner (improper) ensemble alone (as long as there is no
interaction between the two photons). Can one see this in the description of
the experiment?
(iv) Can a gradual increase in complexity of the concepts involved be
displayed? There is the delayed choice in the sense of Wheeler [3], random
choice between which-path and coherence information, Wheeler’s delayed
choice with erasure, and, finally, delayed choice in the sense of Scully with
erasure in part of the state.
(v) It is known that quantum correlations can not provide signalling.
This means that whatever happens to the individual photon I , no change
is detectable on its partner, photon II . How is erasure feasible in view of
this fact?
(vi) Photon I ’makes the delayed choice’ by randomly being either
transmitted in BS1(2) or being reflected there. The photon-II partner
has before that been detected in detector DII . How can the one-path or
interference origin of this localization be decided later, after the photon has
been detected?
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Next we are going to give a precise first-quantization form to the above
outline of a physical picture in order to enable one to answer the questions
and gain generally more insight in the experiment.
3. Quantum-mechanical Description
In order to answer the questions posed, we transform now the verbal descrip-
tion of the experiment from the preceding section into a quantum mechanical
two-photon state vector following the example of the simple quantum me-
chanical description of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer [9] (pp. 189-190).
One should have in mind that the ”path” state of the photon is multiplied
by the imaginary unit when reflected on a beam splitter, and is unchanged
when transmitted ([9], p. 189). Further, we denote by | 0〉DII the state
vector of the localization detector DII of the second photon at the be-
ginning of the experiment, and by UIIDII the unitary evolution operator
containing the interaction between photon II and the localization detec-
tor in the process of localization and afterwards. Then, the two-photon state
vector in the experiment, after passage of photon I through the central
beam splitter BS (see the Fig.), but before it reaches any of the detectors
DqI , q = a, b, c, d , having in mind the above outline of the experiment, reads
as follows. (We write it down, then explain in detail.)
∣∣∣(1, 2)→ DaI , DbI , DcI , DdI〉I,II = (1/2)∣∣∣1→ DaI〉I
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
+
(1/2)
{
(1/2)1/2i
[
i
∣∣∣1→ DbI〉I + ∣∣∣1→ DcI〉I
]}{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
+
(1/2)
{
(1/2)1/2i
[∣∣∣2→ DbI〉I + i∣∣∣2→ DcI〉I
]}{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
+
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(1/2)
∣∣∣2→ DdI〉I
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
. (1)
There are 4 (coherently added) possibilities for photon I expressed by
the rhs of (1). It may be emitted from atom 1 . Then it may be transmitted
through or reflected from beam splitter BS1. These are the first two terms
in (1). The last two terms cover the symmetric case: the possibility that
photon I is emitted from atom 2 .
In the moment of our description photon II has already been absorbed
in detector DII , and the absorbed photon with the detector evolves (in
some interacting way). Though, this seems to occur locally, i. e., indepen-
dently of what happens to photon I , we must distinguish the two basic
possibilities: photon II emitted by atom 1 and photon II emitted
by atom 2 , because we make this distinction for photon I , and photons
I and II are emitted together (we disregard the small delay due to the
cascade emission from the same atom). Hence, the first two terms in (1)
have one and the same tensor factor
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
, and the last
two terms have the factor of the same form in which 1 is replaced by 2 .
The four possibilities exclude each other. Hence the terms are orthogonal.
They are equally probable; each has probability 1/4 . The first term is the
simplest because, having been transmitted through the beam splitter BS1,
the spatial state vector
∣∣∣1→ DaI〉I suffers no change of its phase factor.
The second term describes photon I after it has passed the central
beam splitter BS . The photon can be reflected from it. This gives i
∣∣∣1→
DbI
〉
I
. The other, equally probable, possibility is passing through BS ,
which results in
∣∣∣1→ DcI〉I . The two possibilities exclude each other (the
corresponding terms are orthogonal) and they give the first-photon state
vector in the large brackets in the second term of (1). It is multiplied by i
because the two possibilities in it take place after reflection from BS1 .
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As mentioned, the third and fourth terms describe the symmetric cases
stemming from the (coherently added) possibility that photon I was emit-
ted from the second atom.
Actually, there should also be the (coherently added) possibility that pho-
ton I misses the beam splitters BS1(2) etc. But this component of the
bipartite state vector is left out (projected out) because it is irrelevant in the
experiment.
To answer the questions from the preceding section, we need, besides the
state vector (1), also the state (reduced density operator) of photon II .
This is easy to evaluate if one rewrites (1) in the form of an expansion in an
ortho-normal basis for photon I . But first, we can simplify (1).
One actually has
∣∣∣1 → DrI〉I = ∣∣∣2 → DrI〉I , r = b, c because, after
passage through the central beam splitter, photon I cannot ’remember’
where it has come from. Therefore, we can write instead of |q → DrI〉I q =
1, 2 r = b, c |→ DrI〉I . One can also replace |1→ DaI〉I and |2→ DdI〉I
by | → DaI 〉I and | → DdI 〉 respectively because detector DaI can be
reached only if photon I is emitted from atom 1 and symmetrically (we
omit the redundant information).
After omission of 1(2) in the state vector of photon I in (1) as ex-
plained, relation (1) can be rearranged so that we have an expansion in the
ortho-normal basis {
∣∣∣→ DrI〉I : r = a, b, c, d} of photon I as easily seen.
∣∣∣(1, 2)→ DaI , DbI , DcI , DdI〉I,II =
(1/2)
∣∣∣→ DaI〉I
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
+
(1/2)
∣∣∣→ DbI〉IUIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(
−
∣∣∣1〉
II
+ i
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
}
+
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(1/2)
∣∣∣→ DcI〉IUIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(
i
∣∣∣1〉
II
−
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
}
+
(1/2)
∣∣∣→ DdI〉I
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}
. (2)
The state (reduced density operator)
ρII ≡ trI
(∣∣∣(1, 2)→ DaI , DbI , DcI , DdI〉I,II〈(1, 2)→ DaI , DbI , DcI , DdI ∣∣∣I,II
)
of photon II can now easily be evaluated from (2) (because all ’off-diagonal’
terms give zero due to the orthogonality of the first-photon basis).
ρII = (1/4)
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}{(〈
1
∣∣∣
II
〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
)
U †IIDII
}
+
(1/4)UIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(
−
∣∣∣1〉
II
+ i
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
}
×[
(1/2)1/2
(
−
〈
1
∣∣∣
II
− i
〈
2
∣∣∣
II
)]〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
}
U †IIDII +
(1/4)UIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(
i
∣∣∣1〉
II
−
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
}
×
{[
(1/2)1/2
(
− i
〈
1
∣∣∣
II
−
〈
2
∣∣∣
II
)]〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
}
U †IIDII +
(1/4)
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}{(〈
2
∣∣∣
II
〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
)
U †IIDII
}
. (3)
Multiplying out the terms, one obtains
ρII = (1/2)
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}{〈
1
∣∣∣
II
〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
)}
U †IIDII +
(1/2)
{
UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)}{(〈
2
∣∣∣
II
〈
0
∣∣∣
DII
)
U †IIDII
}
. (4)
The time variable in the unitary evolution operator UIIDII has been
suppressed. As it has been stated, its value is some instant after photon I
has passed the central beam splitter BS , but has not yet reached any of
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the four detectors DaI -D
d
I (or, possibly, has already been detected in the
first or in the last of them).
If the experiment were a simple erasure (before-detection) one, then one
would still have lack of interaction between photon II and the localiza-
tion detector DII at the moment in question: UIIDII = UIIUDII . Hence,
detector DII could be omitted (moved from the ’object’ of description to
the ’subject’). If, on the contrary, we have delayed-choice (or after-detection)
erasure, then we have interaction, and the description as it stands is essential
(cf insight in delayed-choice erasure in part I [6]).
One should note that the four terms in (1) are coherently mixed (the
terms are superposed). It is of crucial importance to preserve this coherence
during the experiment. Nowadays much thinking goes on about the prob-
lem how to counteract decoherence (see e. g. [10]), which destroys coherence.
4 Answers
Relations (1) and (4) give answer to question (i). The former makes it obvious
that orthogonal states of photon I in the first two terms on the one hand
and the last two terms on the other ’mark’ or distinguish the ’being emitted
from atom 1’ and ’being emitted from atom 2’ respective states of photon
II (latent ’which-path’ information). Relation (4) then makes it evident
that this has the consequence of ’suppressing’ the coherence in the state of
photon II.
Note that the much-used term ’erasure’ is not meant to be a synonym for
this ’suppression’. On the contrary, it denotes elimination of the described
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mechanism of ’suppression’, which is still present in (1) or (2). The very
detection of the beam of photons I in the detectors DrI r = a, b, c, d ,
turns (2) into a (proper) mixture (of the 4 component states in (2)). Then,
also ρII given by (3) is a proper mixture containing two coherence states
(terms 2 and 3 ).
Answer to question (ii) follows from the fact that the central beam split-
ter BS (cf the Fig.) treats the components of photon I coming from
atoms 1 and 2 differently only by a phase difference of (pi/2) (multi-
plication by i ). This makes possible erasure, so that, upon detection in
DrI , r = a, b, c, d , half of the ensemble of photons II displays interference
(cf relation (3)).
Note that state decomposition (3), as it stands, is only a mathematical
relation. The second and third subensembles of the ensemble of photons
II in it are not defined physically on the local, photon-II, level. They are
defined only distantly (or, one might say, globally) on part of photon I
propagating towards the detectors DrI , r = b, c.
Question (iii) is answered in the affirmative by comparing relations (2)
and (4): in spite of the erasure in part of the two-photon state vector dis-
played in (2), locally, i. e., in the entire ensemble of photons II , there is
no change induced (as obvious in (4)).
To answer question (iv), we can begin by drastically downgrading the
Kim et al. experiment, and then by upgrading it in steps.
a). Let us imagine that one, so to say, ’by hand’ either just removes
the beam splitters BS1(2) or, as an alternative, replaces them by mirrors.
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Further, we imagine that the choice between these two possibilities is made
after the photons begin to propagate from the atoms (the ’slits’). Thus,
the choice of a particle-like or a wave-like experiment would be delayed with
respect to the moment of preparation (or beginning of the experiment).
This would constitute a genuine Wheeler delayed-choice experiment (though
upgraded from the original one-photon case [3] to a two-photon one).
b). In the Kim et al. experiment the ’by hand’ choice is replaced by a ran-
dom mechanism (transmission or reflection on the beam splitters BS1(2) ).
This upgrading of Wheeler’s idea is extremely important on two counts:
(i) Let us remember the famous wave-particle duality form of Bohr’s com-
plementarity principle and the rebellions against its claim of universal valid-
ity (see the impressive work of Ghose and Home in [11], and the references
therein). The random choice mingles particle-like and wave-like behavior in
one experiment, thus giving support to the mentioned rebellions.
(ii) At the very beginning of the first erasure paper of Scully et al. [1]
the authors say:
”... the role of the observer lies at the heart of the problem of
measurement and state reduction in quantum mechanics.” (Italics
by F. H.)
A few lines lower they say:
”... Wheeler has pointed out that the experimentalist may delay
his decision as to display wave-like or particle-like behavior in a
light beam long after the beam has been split by the appropriate
optics.” (Italics by F. H.)
The random-choice property of the Kim et al. experiment (beam splitters
BS1(2) ) has replaced the ’decision’ of the ’observer’ or the ’experimenter’
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by an automatic step in the experiment. This goes a long way in warning
against the fallacy of overestimating the role of the human observer.
The Kim et al. experiment performs a partial-state erasure having the
two-photon state in mind. This is not partial erasure. The erasure is com-
plete, but it takes place only in a part of the two-photon state. Since states
are ensembles in the laboratory, one experimentally deals with two sub-
ensembles: the one ’seen’ in the coincidence of the detectors DrI and DII ,
r = a, d, (’which path’) and the other ’seen’ in the DrI , DII , r = b, c co-
incidence (’which interference’).
c) Kim et al. actually performed a delayed-choice (in the sense of Scully)
or after-detection (of photon II ) experiment in which this detection was
performed so early in the experiment, that photon I has not yet reached
the beam splitters BS1(2) , i. e., the random choice has not yet taken
place. (This seems to put a dramatic emphasis on question vi).)
I believe that the answer to question (v) has now become clear. The
fact that no signal can be sent from photon I to photon II is based on
the circumstance that the entire state (ensemble) ρII of photons II (cf
(4)) cannot be distantly manipulated on account of entanglement. Whatever
change photon I undergoes due to some local interaction, this does not
influence the state ρII of photon II. But this is not so if one makes
coincidence measurements on photon I and photon II. Then distant (or
global) influence does show up and erasure can appear.
Answer to question (vi) was given in part I [6]: the combined photon-
II-DII system is analogous to the photon-II system alone as far as the
definite-way or coherence states are concerned. Therefore, there is no ques-
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tion of ’acting backwards in time’ or any other mystification.
5 The Experiment is an EPR-type Disentanglement
Now we proceed to a deeper layer of physical insight in the random-choice
and delayed-choice erasure experiment that we investigate: we view it as
an EPR-type disentanglement in which both mutually incompatible distant
measurements are performed simultaneously.
The random EPR-type disentanglement interpretation of the experiment
can, actually, be seen from (2) and (3). Namely, it is evident that the first and
the last terms in both equations refer to distant ’which-path’ relation, and the
second and third terms in them describe ’which-interference’ relations, both
in a latent way until the corresponding detector is reached. It is clear from
(3) and (2) that the improper ensemble of photons II is seen as broken
up into the mentioned two (improper) sub-ensembles distantly, i. e., due
to a relevant difference in the photon-I− partners. Locally, each individual
photon II is in the same state ρII given by (4).
This decomposition of the ensemble is of the type ρII = (1/2)ρII +
(1/2)ρII . It is one of the beauties of the experiment. Namely, both the
’which-path’ part and the ’which-interference’ part, taken separately, look
like the two separate experiments which make up the EPR-type disentan-
glement, and which are in most other experiments performed alternatively
at the will of the experimenter. Here both experiments are performed to-
gether on account of the random-choice function of the first beam splitters
BSq, q = 1, 2 .
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It is also worth mentioning that one has two interferences
(1/2)1/2
[
− UIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
+ iUIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)]
and
(1/2)1/2
[
iUIIDII
(∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
− UIIDII
(∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)]
(cf (2)), which are ’opposite’ in the sense that the corresponding (pure-state)
density matrices add up into ρII given by (4) (cf the second and third
terms in (3), which add up into (4)).
All that remains to be done is to prove a formal claim made in the first
part [6] of this study. It was shown there that there are two simple co-
herence bases (in the Schmidt canonical expansion relevant for EPR-type
disentanglement) |±〉I ≡ (1/2)1/2
(
| 1〉I± | 2〉I
)
(equation (10) there) and
|±i〉I ≡ (1/2)1/2
(
|1〉I± i |2〉I
)
(equation (11) there). It was, further, shown
that the first simple coherence bases are realized in the micro-maser exper-
iment [12], and it was claimed that the second simple coherence basis finds
realization in the experiment of Kim et al. that is the object of investigation
in this article.
If we project out and renormalize the ’which-coherence’ part in (2), and
move some numerical factors from the second tensor factor to the first, we
obtain
|(1, 2)→ DbI , DcI〉I,II =
(1/2)1/2
(
−
∣∣∣→ DbI〉IUIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(∣∣∣1〉
II
− i
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
}
+
i
∣∣∣→ DcI〉IUIIDII
{[
(1/2)1/2
(∣∣∣1〉
II
+ i
∣∣∣2〉
II
)]∣∣∣0〉
DII
} )
. (5)
Next we find out how to express the orthonormal basis vectors − |→ Dbi〉I ,
i |→ DcI〉I appearing in (5) in terms of the state vectors |1〉I , |2〉I , which
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(by definition) denote the component states of photon I propagating from
the respective first beam splitters BSq, q = 1, 2, towards the central beam
splitter BS (cf the Figure). The state vectors |1〉I , |2〉I are the normal-
ized relevant projections of the initial corresponding state vectors expressing
propagation from the atoms to the first beam splitters. Their definition cor-
responds to that of the coherence component (5) of the two-photon state
vector, which is analogously projected out (and renormalized) from (2).
Let the unitary operator UI stand for the evolution of the first pho-
ton from these component state vectors | q 〉I , q = 1, 2, to the respec-
tive states that appear after passing the central beam splitter BS (where
|→ DrI〉, r = b, c are defined).
We make use of the equality
∣∣∣1 → DrI〉I = ∣∣∣2 → DrI〉I , r = 1, 2 (cf
beneath (1)) again. Then, one can see from relation (1) that
UI |1〉I = (1/2)1/2
(
− |→ DbI〉I + i |→ DcI〉I
)
, (6a)
UI |2〉I = (1/2)1/2
(
i |→ DbI〉I− |→ DcI〉I
)
, (6b)
Solving (6a) and (6b) for |→ DrI〉I , r = b, c , one obtains
− |→ DbI〉I = (1/2)1/2
[
(UI |1〉I) + i(UI |2〉I)
]
, (7a)
and
i |→ DcI〉I = (1/2)1/2
[
(UI |1〉I)− i(UI |2〉I
)]
. (7b)
If we replace in (5) the basis vectors − |→ Dbi〉I , i |→ DcI〉I with the
expressions given by (7a) and (7b) respectively, we obtain
|(1, 2)→ DbI , DcI〉I,II =
{
(1/2)1/2
[
(UI |1〉I) + i(UI |2〉I)
]}
⊗
{
(1/2)1/2
[(
UIIDII (
∣∣∣1〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
)
− i
(
UIIDII (
∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
)]}
+
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{
(1/2)1/2
[
(UI |1〉I)− i(UI |2〉I)
]}
⊗{
(1/2)1/2
[(
UIIDII (
∣∣∣1〉
II
)
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
)
+ i
(
UIIDII (
∣∣∣2〉
II
∣∣∣0〉
DII
)
)]}
. (8)
Equation (8) is a Schmidt canonical expansion, essentially, in the men-
tioned second simple basis |±i〉I ≡ (1/2)1/2
(
|1〉I ± i |2〉I
)
.
To understand better the state vectors appearing in (8), we write down
also the ’which-path’ part of (2). For comparison with (8), let us introduce
the state vectors | q〉′I , q = 1, 2, as the components that are transmitted
through the beam splitters BSq , and for their further evolution we utilize
U ′I , under the action of which they become |→ DrI〉I , r = a, d respectively.
We obtain
|(1, 2)→ DaI , DdI 〉I,II = (U ′I |1〉′I)
(
UIIDII (|1〉II |0〉DII )
)
+
(U ′I |2〉′I)
(
UIIDII (|2〉II |0〉DII )
)
. (9)
If the lhs of (8) would equal that of (9), and if one could drop the prims
in (9), i. e., if one could write U ′I |q〉′I = UI |q〉I , q = 1, 2, then (8) and (9)
would be a true parallel to the ’which-path’ and ’which-interference’ EPR-
type disentanglement in the micromaser discussed in part I [6], only that
instead of the first, we would have the second simplest basis (as explained
above).
In the real experiment that we are discussing one must pay a price for
having the two complementary disentanglements in one experiment. Namely,
one must by projection and renormalization decompose (2) into (9) and (8)
because they are two distinct parts of the same experiment (not two versions).
Correspondingly, one has |q〉′I 6=|q〉I , q = 1, 2 on account of the two distinct
projections (and renormalizations) of the component states.
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Nevertheless, having these peculiarities in mind, the claim from part I
has been shown to be, essentially, valid.
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6 Concluding Remarks
The experiment discussed in this article provides us with a clear understand-
ing of the distinction of ’potential’ and ’actual’ in the usual sense of these
words (cf remark F in the first part of this study [6]).
Let us think of the experiment at issue as if it were performed in the
photon-by-photon version. Then all the coherent possibilities (terms in (1)
or (2)) are the photon’s realities though still in a relative sense with respect
to the preparator. We call them ’potential’ with respect to our subjective
choices of highlighting parts of it. ’Actuality’ comes to the fore when we
consider a detection coincidence, e. g., DbI and D
n
II (see part I [6] for
DnII ). Then, taking photon by photon, and considering different values of
n , the fringes of the corresponding interference pattern come about. But
this is no more than a subjective highlighting of part of the reality of the
experiment. The single photon in reality has both the which-path property
and the coherence property. (And by this it has both which-path and both
coherence possibilities.)
This is analogous to the original EPR situation [13] with position and
linear momentum disentanglement. But the present experiment has a big
mentioned advantage. The original EPR (thought) experiment could have
this advantage only if it contained measurement of position and momentum
in the same experiment.
The Kim et al. experiment is, in the opinion of the present author, per-
haps the most accomplished realization of an EPR-type disentanglement. I
believe that this experiment is so important from the foundational point of
view that it should be performed both in the photon-by-photon version, like
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e. g. the Mach-Zehnder interferometer experiments [14], [15], and in terms
of positive-rest-mass particles.
Jaynes writes [16] (the last passage in the web version):
”... it is pretty clear why present quantum theory not only does
not use - it does not even dare to mention - the notion of a
”real physical situation”. Defenders of the theory say that this
notion is philosophically naive, a throwback to outmoded ways
of thinking, and that recognition of this constitutes deep new
wisdom about the nature of human knowledge. I say that it
constitutes a violent irrationality, that somewhere in this theory
the distinction between reality and our knowledge of reality has
become lost, and the result has more the character of medieval
necromancy than of science. It has been my hope that quantum
optics, with its vast new technological capability, might be able
to provide the experimental clue that will show how to resolve
these contradictions.”
Isn’t it possible that Jaynes’ hope has, at least to some extent, come true
precisely on account of the work of Scully et al.? I find it hard to think of
the Kim et al. experiment [2] in any other terms than as a ”real physical
situation”. Its comprehension suggests the RRUES interpretation ( see part
I). Then why not think of reality, at least as far as experiments are con-
cerned, in this way? Understanding experiments is the natural springboard
for understanding nature.
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